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Abstract: Text Mining is the analysis of data contained in natural language text. Text Mining works by transposing words
and phrases in unstructured data into numerical values which can then be linked with structured data in a data base and
analyzed with traditional data mining techniques. Data stored in text database is mostly semi structured i.e., it is neither
completely unstructured nor completely structured. Information retrieval techniques such as text indexing have been
developed to handle the unstructured documents. The related task of Information Extraction (IE) is about locating specific
items in natural language documents. This article analyses the various techniques related to text retrieval and text
extraction.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Text mining is a variation on a field called data mining that
tries to find interesting patterns from large databases. Text
databases are rapidly growing due to the increasing amount
of information available in electronic form, such as
electronic publications, various kinds of electronic
documents, e-mail, and the World Wide Web. Nowadays
most of the information in government, industry, business,
and other institutions are stored electronically, in the form of
text databases.
Data stored in most text databases are semi structured data in
that they are neither completely unstructured nor completely
structured. For example, a document may contain a few
structured fields, such as title, authors, publication date, and
category, and so on, but also contain some largely
unstructured text components, such as abstract and contents.
There has been a great deal of Studies on the modelling and
implementation of semi structured data in recent database
research. Moreover, information retrieval techniques, such
as text indexing methods, have been developed to handle
unstructured documents. Traditional information retrieval
techniques become inadequate for the increasingly vast
amounts of text data. Typically, only a small fraction of the
many available Documents will be relevant to a given
individual user. Without knowing what could be in the
documents, it is difficult to formulate effective queries for
analysing and extracting useful information from the data.
Users need tools to compare different documents, rank the
importance and relevance of the documents, or find patterns
and trends across multiple documents. Thus, text mining has
become an increasingly popular and essential theme in data
mining.
Copyright to IJARCCE

II. TEXT MINING
Text mining or knowledge discovery from text (KDT) — for
the first time mentioned in Feldman et al. [6] — deals with
the machine supported analysis of text. It uses techniques
from information retrieval, Information extraction, as well as
natural language processing (NLP) and connects them with
the algorithms and methods of KDD, data mining, machine
learning and statistics. Thus, one selects a similar procedure
as with the KDD process, whereby not data in general, but
text documents are in focus of the analysis. From this, new
questions for the used data mining methods arise. One
problem is that now has to deal with problems of — from
the data modelling perspective— unstructured data sets.
Information Extraction
The first approach assumes that text mining essentially
corresponds to information extraction
Text Data Mining
Text mining can be also defined — similar to data mining —
as the application of algorithms and methods from the field’s
machine learning and statistics to texts with the goal of
finding useful patterns. For this purpose it is necessary to
pre-process the texts accordingly. Many authors use
information extraction methods, natural language processing
or some simple pre-processing steps in order to extract data
from texts. To the extracted data then data mining
algorithms can be applied [4, 7].
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III. TECHNIQUES OF TEXT MINING
Recall: This is the percentage of documents that are relevant
to the query and were, in fact, retrieved. It is formally
Information retrieval is a field that has been developing in defined as
parallel with database systems for many years. Unlike the
field of database systems, which has focused on query and Recall =
transaction processing of structured data, information
retrieval is concerned with the organization and retrieval of An information retrieval system often needs to trade off
information from a large number of text-based documents. recall for precision or vice versa. One commonly used tradeSince information retrieval and database systems each off is the F-score, which is defined as the harmonic mean of
handle different kinds of data, some database system recall and precision
problems are usually not present in information retrieval
systems, such as concurrency control, recovery, transaction F-score =
management, and update. Also, some common information
retrieval problems are usually not encountered in traditional
database systems, such as unstructured documents, The harmonic mean discourages a system that sacrifices one
approximate search based on keywords, and the notion of measure for another too drastically.
relevance. Due to the abundance of text information,
information retrieval has found many applications. There
exist many information retrieval systems, such as on-line
library catalog systems, on-line document management
systems, and the more recently developed Web search
Relevant should be in Times
New Roman or
Retrieved
engines. A typical information retrieval problem is to locate The entire document
Documents
Times
font.
Type
3
fonts
must
not
be
used.
Other font types
Documents
relevant documents in a document collection based on a
All Documents
may
be
used
if
needed
for
special
purposes.
user’s query, which is often some keywords describing an
information need, although it could also be an example Recommended font sizes are shown in Table 1.
relevant document. In such a search problem, a user takes B. Title and Author Details
the initiative to ―pull‖ the relevant information out from the
collection; this is most appropriate when a user has some ad
hoc information need, such as finding information to buy a
used car. When a user has a long-term information need , a
retrieval system may also take the initiative to ―push‖ any
Relevant & Retrieved
newly arrived information item to a user if the item is judged
as being relevant to the user’s information need. Such an Fig 1. Relationship between the set of Relevant Documents and the set of
information access process is called information filtering, Retrieved Documents.
and the corresponding systems are often called filtering
systems or recommender systems. From a technical
viewpoint, however, search and filtering share many Precision, recall, and F-score are the basic measures of a
common techniques.
retrieved set of documents. These three measures are not
directly useful for comparing two ranked lists of documents
because they are not sensitive to the internal ranking of the
i.
Measures for Text Retrieval
The set of documents relevant to a query be denoted as documents in a retrieved set. In order to measure the quality
{Relevant}, and the set of documents retrieved be denoted as of a ranked list of documents, it is common to compute an
{Retrieved}. The set of documents that are both relevant and average of precisions at all the ranks where a new relevant
retrieved is denoted as {Relevant} ∩ {Retrieved}, as shown document is returned. It is also common to plot a graph of
in the Venn diagram of Figure 1. There are two basic precisions at many different levels of recall; a higher curve
represents a better-quality information retrieval system [3].
measures for assessing the quality of text retrieval.
A. Information Retrieval

Precision: This is the percentage of retrieved documents Recall measures the quantity of relevant results returned by a
that are in fact relevant to the query. It is formally defined search, meanwhile precision is the measure of the quality of
the results returned. Recall is the ratio of relevant results
as
returned divided by all relevant results. Precision is the
number of relevant results returned divided by the total
Precision =
number of results returned.
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The indexer will make an entry in the index for each term or
word found in a document, and possibly note its relative
position within the document. Usually the indexer will
ignore stop words (such as "the" and "and") that are both
common and insufficiently meaningful to be useful in
searching. Some indexers also employ language-specific
stemming on the words being indexed. For example, the
words "drives", "drove", and "driven" will be recorded in the
index under the single concept word "drive." [2].
C. Information Extraction (IE)
IE involves directly with text mining process by extracting
useful information from the texts. IE deals with the
extraction of specified entities, events and relationships from
unrestricted text sources. IE can be described as the creation
of a structured representation of selected information drawn
from texts. In IE natural language texts are mapped to be
predefine, structured representation, or templates, which,
when it is filled, represent an extract of key information
from the original text [10], [11].

Fig 2. Represents a low-precision, low-recall search as described in the text

The figure above represents a low-precision, low-recall
search. In the diagram the red and green dots represent the
total population of potential search results for a given search.
Red dots represent irrelevant results, and green dots
represent relevant results. Relevancy is indicated by the
proximity of search results to the center of the inner circle.
Of all possible results shown, those that were actually
returned by the search are shown on a light-blue
background. In the example only one relevant result of three
possible relevant results was returned, so the recall is a very
low ratio of 1/3 or 33%. The precision for the example is a
very low 1/4 or 25%, since only one of the four results
returned was relevant [8].
B.

Text Indexing

The goal is to find specific data or information in natural
language texts. Therefore the IE task is defined by its input
and its extraction target. The input can be unstructured
documents like free texts that are written in natural language
or the semi-structured documents that are pervasive on the
Web, such as tables or itemized and enumerated lists. Using
IE approach, events, facts and entities are extracted and
stored into a structured database.
Then data mining techniques can be applied to the data for
discovering new knowledge. Unlike information retrieval
(IR), which concerns how to identify relevant documents
from a document collection, IE produces structured data
ready for post-processing, which is crucial to many text
mining applications.

When dealing with a small number of documents, it is
possible for the full-text-search engine to directly scan the
contents of the documents with each query, a strategy called
"serial scanning." This is what some rudimentary tools, such
as Grep, do when searching.

Figure 3 illustrates how IE can play a part in a knowledge
mining process. Furthermore, IE allows for mining the
actual information present within the text, rather than the
limited set of tags associated to the documents. The work of
[11], [4], have presented how information extraction is used
for text mining.
However, when the number of documents to search is According to [12] and [13] typical IE are developed using
potentially large, or the quantity of search queries to perform the following three steps:is substantial, the problem of full-text search is often divided
Text pre-processing; whose level ranges from text
into two tasks: indexing and searching. The indexing stage 
will scan the text of all the documents and build a list of segmentation into sentences and sentences into tokens, and
search terms (often called an index, but more correctly from tokens into full syntactic analysis;
named a concordance). In the search stage, when performing 
Rule selection; the extraction rules are associated
a specific query, only the index is referenced, rather than the with triggers (e.g. keywords), the text is scanned to identify
text of the original documents.
the triggering items and the corresponding rules are selected;
Copyright to IJARCCE
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Rule application, which checks the conditions of
the selected rules and fill in the form according to the
conclusions of the matching rules.
Furthermore [14] and [15] emphasized that information
extraction is based on understanding of the structure and
meaning of the natural language in which documents are
written, and the goal of information extraction is to
accumulate semantic information from text.
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Technically, extracting information from texts requires two
pieces of knowledge: lexical knowledge and linguistic
grammars. Using the knowledge we are able to describe the
syntax and semantic of the text [16]. A common approach to
information extraction is to use patterns which match against
text and identify items of interest. Patterns are applied to
texts which have undergone various levels of linguistic
analysis, such as phrase chunking [17] and full syntactic
parsing [18]. The approaches may use different definition of
what constitutes a valid pattern. For example, [19] use
subject-verb-object tuples derived from a dependency parse,
followed by [20] uses patterns which match certain
grammatical categories, mainly nouns and verbs, in phrase
chunked text.
Reference [21] reported in identifying the parts of a person
name through analysis of name structure. For example, the
name Doctor Paul R. Smith is composed of a person title, a
first name, a middle name, and a surname. It is presented as
a pre-processing step for entity recognition and for the
resolution of co references to help determine, for instance,
that John F. Kennedy and President Kennedy is the same
person, while John F. Kennedy and Caroline Kennedy are
two distinct persons.
Research work in [22] applied IE for detecting events in text.
Event detection consists of detecting temporal entities in
conjunction with other entities. For example, conferences are
usually made up of four parts: one conference name, one
location, and two dates (e.g., name: ―AAAI,‖ location:
―Boston,‖ start date: ―July 16th 2006,‖ end date: ―July 20th
2006‖). A person birth or death is a person name and date
pair (e.g., name: ―John Lennon,‖ date: ―December 8th,
1980‖). Smith used event detection to draw maps where war
locations and dates are identified [23].

Entity
Concept
Extraction

Data
Base

Mined
Extracted
Data

Fig 3 shows important entities are extracted and stored in a database. Data
mining approach is used to mine the stored data. Hidden knowledge is then
visualized.

such as subject-verb agreement are obeyed, and text planner
to decide how to arrange sentences, paragraph, and other
parts coherently. The most well known NLG application is
machine translation system. The system analyses texts from
a source language into grammatical or conceptual
representations and then generates corresponding texts in the
target language. NLU is a system that computes the meaning
representation, essentially restricting the discussion to the
domain of computational linguistic. NLU consists of at least
of one the following components; tokenization,
morphological or lexical analysis, syntactic analysis and
semantic analysis. In tokenization, a sentence is segmented
into a list of tokens. The token represents a word or a special
symbol such an exclamation mark. Morphological or lexical
analysis is a process where each word is tagged with its part
of speech.

D. Natural Language Processing (NLP)

The complexity arises in this process when it is possible to
tag a word with more than one part of speech. Syntactic
analysis is a process of assigning a syntactic structure or a
parse tree, to a given natural language sentence. It
determines, for instance, how a sentence is broken down into
phrases, how the phrases are broken down into sub-phrases,
and all the way down to the actual structure of the words
used [9].

NLP is a technology that concerns with natural language
generation (NLG) and natural language understanding
(NLU). NLG uses some level of underlying linguistic
representation of text, to make sure that the generated text is
grammatically correct and fluent. Most NLG systems
include a syntactic realiser to ensure that grammatical rules

Semantic analysis is a process of translating a syntactic
structure of a sentence into a semantic representation that is
precise and unambiguous representation of the meaning
expressed by the sentence. A semantic representation allows
a system to perform an appropriate task in its application
domain. The semantic representation is in a formally
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specified language. The language has expressions for real
world objects, events, concepts, their properties and
relationships, and so on. Semantic interpretation can be
conducted in two steps: context independent interpretation
and
context
interpretation.
Context
independent
interpretation concerns what words mean and how these
meanings combine in sentences to form sentence meanings.
Context interpretation concerns how the context affects the
interpretation of the sentence. The context of the sentence
includes the situation in which the sentence is used, the
immediately preceding sentences, and so on.
IV. CONCLUSION
With the dramatic increase in online information in recent
years, text mining at the intersection of data mining, natural
language processing, machine learning, and information
retrieval, is starting to gain increasing interest. Most of
knowledge hidden in electronic media of an organization is
encapsulated in documents. Acquiring this knowledge
implies effective querying of the documents as well as the
combination of information pieces from different textual
sources (e.g.: the World Wide Web). Integrating a domain
knowledge base with a text mining engine would boost its
efficiency, especially in the information retrieval and
information extraction phases.
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